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Message from the Department Head

Greetings from mid-June. It seems that just when things are all
set, the road turns really quickly, and you are off. Mr. Predock
was very close to being our Regnier Chair, but unfortunately his
schedule made it impossible. After some discussions with
Victor, it appears that Steven Ehrlich is very close to being on
board. Check out their web site for some fine work:  http://www.s-
ehrlich.com . We will keep you updated. 
 
Todd and I met with the summer Bridge Studio students last
week for lunch. They are an energetic bunch with a lot of interest
in architecture. If you are in Seaton this summer don't be afraid to
stop by and say hello. I am sure Jon will not mind. 
 
Tim and I played in the HTK Architects golf tournament on Friday.
It was good to see so many of our graduates playing or helping
out with the event. Unfortunately, the tournament was held in KU
country, but our purple shirts looked awesome and improved the
landscape dramatically. I will also update you on the faculty staff
golf tournament held out at Colbert Hills a few weeks ago. The
team of de Noble, Knox, Howe and Sachs looked like the team to
beat on the first tee, but after donating numerous golf balls to
those large areas around the fairway, we were not even close to
winning. We did however, survive the brief thunderstorm that
passed over head. 
 
The signing of Ennead and BNIM is still not final. Given the
slowness of getting started it should make it interesting once it
begins. My hope is that we can find a large temporary space to

EVENTS + DATES

MAY 27 - JULY 25
Summer studio
 
JUNE
26-28 AIA Convention in
Chicago
 
AUGUST
19 Faculty retreat
 
25 Fall term begins
 
SEPTEMBER
1 University holiday
 
5 Architecture Evening at
7pm at the Beach Museum
 
22 Harry Mallgrave lecture at
4pm in the Little Theatre
 
OCTOBER
2-4 AIA KS Conference in
Topeka
 
15 Scott Erdy lecture at 4pm
in the Little Theatre
 
23 APDesign Scholarship
Reception
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move the whole college and not have to deal with phasing. If you
have any leads please let us know. Italy will probably not be a
consideration. 
 
Enjoy the week. 
 
Matthew Knox AIA 
Professor and Head

Announcements

The Seaton rebuild/remodel film by architecture students has
been nominated for CG architect award. You can find the official
announcement here with the other
nominees: http://3dawards.cgarchitect.com/categories/2014/film

 
23-25 Fall DAC + PAB
meetings
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